We investigate the ionising effect of low energy cosmic rays (CRs) from a young star on its protoplanetary disk (PPD). We consider specifically the effect of ∼ 3 GeV protons injected at the inner edge of the PPD. An increase in the ionisation fraction as a result of these CRs could allow the magnetorotational instability to operate in otherwise magnetically dead regions of the disk. For the typical values assumed we find an ionisation rate of ζ CR ∼ 10 −17 s −1 at 1 au. The transport equation is solved by treating the propagation of the CRs as diffusive. We find for increasing diffusion coefficients the CRs penetrate further in the PPD, while varying the mass density profile of the disk is found to have little effect. We investigate the effect of an energy spectrum of CRs. The influence of a disk wind is examined by including an advective term. For advective wind speeds between 1 − 100km s −1 diffusion dominates at all radii considered here (out to 10 au) for reasonable diffusion coefficients.
INTRODUCTION
Low-mass star formation is an area of great interest as it allows us to study the physical conditions under which the solar system may have formed. Young stellar objects (YSOs) were initially separated into three main categories (Adams et al. 1987; Lada 1987) . Class I objects represent one of the earliest stages of low-mass star formation where the protostar is occluded by an envelope of infalling gas and dust. Class II objects, also known as classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs), consist of a young central star surrounded by a circumstellar disk and are the focus of this paper. At this stage the envelope has largely dissipated. The circumstellar disks surrounding CTTSs are thought to be the birthplace of planets and therefore are also generally known as protoplan-⋆ E-mail: donna@cp.dias.ie etary disks (PPDs). Class III objects represent a later stage when the disk has mainly been accreted onto the central star or dispersed. Further classes were subsequently added, such as Class 0s which are thought to be younger than Class Is (André et al. 1993) and represents the stage when most of the mass of the star has yet to be accreted.
CTTSs are observed to have mass accretion rates of the order of 10 −8 M⊙yr −1 (Sicilia- Aguilar et al. 2004 , for instance). The mechanism which allows material to accrete from the PPD onto the central star still remains unclear, as the material must first lose angular momentum if it is to move radially inwards. If accretion is driven by a magnetically mediated process there are two main options: the magnetorotational instability (MRI, Balbus & Hawley 1991; Hawley & Balbus 1991) or magnetocentrifugally launched winds (MCWs, Blandford & Payne 1982) . For these mechanisms the ionisation fraction in PPDs is of crucial impor-tance as it dictates the strength of the coupling between the magnetic field and the material in the disk. The strength of this coupling in turn dictates the efficacy of the MRI and MCWs. Regions of the PPD where the magnetic field is not coupled to the neutral species are known as "dead-zones", as proposed by Gammie (1996) . The weak ionisation of large areas of PPDs leads to the necessity of including non-ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects in numerical simulations of the MRI, the strength of which are dictated by the ionisation fraction of the PPD (Wardle & Salmeron 2012) .
Until recently the sources of ionisation considered have been X-rays (Igea & Glassgold 1999) and FUV radiation (Perez-Becker & Chiang 2011 ) from the CTTS itself, Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs, Umebayashi & Nakano 1981) and radioactivity (Umebayashi & Nakano 2009 ). These sources of ionisation dominate in different regions of the disk: X-rays from the young star itself are attenuated quickly and thus are only important for the surface of the disk. Ionisation by radioactivity leads to an extremely low ionisation rate. GCRs with a range of energies were, until recently, thought to be important in the outer regions of the disk and could penetrate deep into the disk towards the midplane there.
As is well known, the solar wind suppresses low energy (up to ∼GeV) GCRs from the solar system, out to ∼100 au (Webber 1998; Webber & McDonald 2013) . These low energy GCRs have been assumed as a source of ionisation for PPDs, particularly important for the outer regions of the disk. Cleeves et al. (2013) showed however that, analogous to the solar system, these particles would similarly be excluded by the 'T-Tauriosphere', the so-called heliosphere of a CTTS. Winds from CTTSs are thought to be stronger than the solar wind due to increased levels of magnetic activity (Feigelson & Montmerle 1999) , meaning low energy CRs could be suppressed even further out to ∼ 10 4 au (Cleeves et al. 2013) .
Currently our understanding of where, and to what extent, the MRI operates in PPDs relies critically on the assumed ionisation fraction. If low energy GCRs are suppressed, but cosmic rays (CRs) from the young star instead are included, the ionisation fraction will vary differently as a function of radius and height above the disk. This has implications for non-ideal MHD simulations of PPDs.
The motivation for investigating the ionising effect of CRs from a CTTS comes from a number of observational clues suggesting that YSOs and the environments surrounding them are capable of accelerating particles up to at least ∼GeV. For example, an unexpectedly high ionisation rate was inferred from chemical reactions surrounding a Class 0 object (Ceccarelli et al. 2014 ) and this was explained by CRs produced via diffusive shock acceleration at either the protostellar surface or in jet shocks (Padovani et al. 2015 (Padovani et al. , 2016 . There is also evidence for non-thermal emission from the bow shock of a knot in the jet of a Class II source (Ainsworth et al. 2014) indicating the presence of ∼GeV CRs associated with Class II systems.
In this paper, we consider the ionising effect of low energy CRs (produced by the CTTS itself) on its PPD. This was previously studied by Turner & Drake (2009) , and more recently by Rab et al. (2017) , but the difference in our approach will be discussed in Section 2. Section 2 also introduces the numerical method, along with the initial conditions used and a discussion of the parameters involved. We present our results in Section 3 and discuss our results in comparison to observations and in particular the known stellar X-ray properties of YSOs in Section 4. Finally, we form our conclusions in Section 5.
FORMULATION
To investigate the ionising effect of low energy CRs, originating from the young star itself, in PPDs we model their propagation as diffusive (as opposed to rectilinear transport as in Turner & Drake 2009; Rab et al. 2017 , which results in a geometric dilution factor of r −2 ) due to the turbulent magnetic fields thought to exist at the inner edge of PPDs. The magnetic field is thought to be turbulent here as a result of MRI driven turbulence which can develop due to thermal ionisation (Gammie 1996) of the disk. Fig. 1 gives some of the typical physical quantities for the system considered.
Measuring the magnetic field strength or its orientation in PPDs is challenging but observations of molecular clouds indicate µG to mG magnetic fields are present (Crutcher 2012) . By examining chondrites in the solar system it is possible to estimate the strength of the magnetic field in which they formed, probably at distances of ∼1 au in the Sun's PPD, to be 0.1 − 10G (Levy 1978) .
Therefore, by treating the propagation of the CRs as diffusive we have tried to include the effect that turbulent magnetic fields would have. In the presence of turbulent magnetic fields CRs are thought to scatter off anisotropies in the field which is the basis of quasi-linear theory (Jokipii 1966; Schlickeiser 1989) . This random walking of the CRs can be modelled as diffusive transport as described by Eq. 1 in Section 2.1. Treating the propagation as diffusive, in the absence of energy losses in the system, would result in a geometric dilution factor of r −1 . This potentially makes CRs much more important than X-rays as a source of ionisation further away from the star as their number density does not drop as sharply with increasing radius due to the difference in the geometric dilution factor. We only consider the propagation of protons since radiative cooling for electrons inhibits their acceleration to higher energies making them much less important for the overall ionisation rate.
The X-ray luminosity of CTTSs is significantly larger than that of the Sun. Therefore, we make the assumption that CTTSs are able to accelerate particles up to ∼GeV energies, in the same way that the Sun is an effective MeV accelerator (Mewaldt et al. 2005 , for instance). This is discussed further in Section 2.3.3.
In this paper, we focus predominantly on the ionising effect that ∼3 GeV CRs would have on the PPD and do not in general consider a spectrum of CRs. We do also briefly consider the effect that higher energy CRs (< 300 GeV) would have, if present in the system. Section 2.3.3 describes how we construct a spectrum for the CRs in this case.
As mentioned above, in the presence of a turbulent magnetic field the propagation of CRs may be treated as a diffusive process. Not all regions of the disk are thought to be turbulent though. For instance, a large-scale ordered vertical magnetic field threading the disk may allow a MHD wind to be driven high up in the disk. This could advect the CRs away from the disk. To investigate this effect, we also Figure 1 . Schematic of the system we consider with typical values for the mass density, temperature and magnetic field strength for the protoplanetary disk and the central young star. Axial symmetry is assumed about the axis of rotation and mirror symmetry about the midplane of the disk.
include an advective flow to mimic the presence of a MHD wind.
Transport equation
We solve the transport equation for the CRs which treats their propagation as diffusive and is given by
where nCR is the number of cosmic rays, D(r, z) is the diffusion coefficient, 1/τ (r, z) is the CR loss rate which is related to the mass density of the PPD, v is the advection speed (this term is only relevant when an advective wind is considered) and Q(r, z) is the number of CRs injected per unit time per unit volume which is normalised to one. Each of these quantities are discussed further in Section 2.2. The corresponding difference equation for Eq. 1 is given in Appendix A. We solve Eq. 1 in cylindrical coordinates assuming axial symmetry.
Once the simulation has reached a steady-state throughout the computational domain the losses in the system are in equilibrium with the injection rate.
Numerical method
We advance Eq. 1 in time using a forward in time, centred in space differencing scheme for the diffusive term. To advance the advective term we use the Lax-Wendroff scheme (Lax & Wendroff 1960) . The overall scheme is second order in space and first order in time. A numerical convergence test for the scheme is presented in Appendix B.
The outer r and upper z boundaries are absorptive allowing the CRs to diffuse/advect out of the system. We also assume mirror symmetry about the midplane of the PPD so only the upper half of the PPD is simulated, from the midplane up to some height z above the midplane of the disk (the values of z used are given in Table 1 ). Therefore, the inner r and the lower z boundaries are reflective due to the assumption of axial symmetry about the axis of rotation and the midplane of the PPD, see Fig. 1 .
Temporal convergence test
Once the simulations have reached a steady state then Eq. 1 becomes
This states that the amount of CRs injected into the computational domain is balanced by the amount of CRs lost to ionisation (the sink term), along with diffusion and advection. To check that the simulations are temporally converged we examine the total number of CRs in the computational domain as a function of time. Once this quantity converges the simulations have reached a steady state. If the simulations reach a steady state via the sink term then the total number of CRs lost per time step is equivalent to the total number of CRs remaining in the computational domain (per time step).
Low density limit
In the absence of a sink term or when the sink term is very small, corresponding physically to a low mass density in the disk, then the radial profile of the CRs should develop an r −1 dependence. By setting the density to be a constant, ρ = ρ0 ×10 −8 , in the computational domain for simplicity results in the r −1 dependence as expected, as shown in Fig. 2 . Here, ρ0 = 2.33 × 10 −9 g cm −3 (from Salmeron & Wardle 2003) . Note that the drop-off at 10 au is due to the interaction of the CRs with the boundaries.
Effect of computational domain size
All the simulation results presented in Section 3 use a 10 au box size. To test the effect of the size of the box on the results we ran a 20 au run, d030-adv0-p1-res01-rad20, details of which are given in Table 1 . We found that the simulations varied 10% at 8 au and 20% at 9 au. At smaller radii there are 1% differences. The flux of CRs reaching the outer regions is also too low for us to consider as being important in terms of an ionisation rate. We conclude that the boundary conditions are having minimal effect on the simulation results and the conclusions drawn from them.
Parameters

Number density of cosmic rays
One of the quantities that we must estimate for these simulations is the number density of CRs. To do this we assume that X-ray luminosity (L X ) and CR luminosity (L CR ) are correlated. We consider the ratio of L X ⊙ and L CR ⊙ for the Sun and then scale this to a CTTS using the X-ray luminosity of a typical young star (L
⊙ , the solar wind luminosity. Particles from the solar wind are known to be accelerated at the heliospheric termination shock (Decker et al. 2008 , for instance), whereas in our case the protons are assumed to be accelerated much closer to the star.
For the Sun, L X ⊙ ∼ 5 × 10 27 erg s −1 (Peres et al. 2000 ) at solar maximum. At solar minimum this value is an order of magnitude smaller but during a very large solar flare L X ⊙ ∼ 2 × 10 28 erg s −1 . We take the solar wind luminosity to be L SW ⊙ ∼ 1 × 10 27 erg s −1 (Drury 2012) . We adopt a value of L X * ∼ 1 × 10 29 erg s −1 (Feigelson & Montmerle 1999 ) though this could reasonably be increased by two orders of magnitude.
Finally, we arrive at an estimate for the CR luminosity which is given below Ainsworth et al. (2014) estimated the luminosity from low energy electrons for the bow shock of DG Tau (a class II source) to be Le ∼ 3×10 29 erg s −1 , an order and a half magnitude larger than our estimate above. From Ainsworth et al. (2014) the ratio of the total proton energy density to electron energy density, k, was taken to be 40 corresponding to a non-relativistic strong shock regime. Therefore we can estimate the luminosity from low energy protons, Lp, for the bow shock of DG Tau as Lp = 40Le ∼ 1 × 10 31 erg s −1 . This luminosity is appreciably larger than the value we have assumed above and indicates the possibility of reasonably increasing our assumed value above by at least an order of magnitude. Note however, that the acceleration region for the non-thermal emission detected in the bow shock in the jet of DG Tau is significantly different to the location considered in this paper but does indicate the presence of low energy CRs in Class II systems.
Diffusion coefficient
The diffusion coefficient determines the extent to which the CRs can propagate through the disk and is energy dependent. The diffusion coefficient, expressed in units of the CR's velocity (which for relavistic CRs is ∼ c), can be estimated from quasi-linear theory (Jokipii 1966; Schlickeiser 1989) as
where rL and p are the Larmor radius and momentum of the CR respectively. β is the velocity of the CR given as a fraction of the speed of light. η(p) describes the level of turbulence in the magnetic field and is given by
where as η → 1, Bohm diffusion is recovered and a particle with momentum p scatters once per Larmor radius. This sets the lower limit on the diffusion coefficient (in units of the speed of light) as the Larmor radius of the proton. For a proton with momentum 3 GeV/c in a mG magnetic field, the Larmor radius rL ∼ 3 × 10 −4 au. We explore the effect of a range of values for D from 3−380rL by varying η0 for 3 GeV CRs, details of which are shown in Table 1 . The parameter γ, in Eq. 5, reflects the underlying physical mechanism for the turbulence in the magnetic field where for a Kolmogorov (hydrodynamic driven) turbulence spectrum γ = 5/3 or for a Kraichnan type spectrum (MHD driven, Kraichnan 1965) γ = 3/2.
Cosmic ray loss rate
The CR loss rate (1/τ (r, z) from Eq. 1) is the rate at which the CRs lose their energy. The loss rate depends on the energy of the CR and on the type and density of the material that it is travelling through.
We express the loss rate as a function of grammage, χ, where χ = ρx with ρ representing the mass density of the plasma (in this case the disk) and x is depth. The loss rate as a function of grammage for a ∼GeV CR can be expressed as
where the mean energy loss rate for a ∼GeV proton in H2 Longair 2011) . At 1 au, the loss rate is 1/τ1au = 0.14 s −1 for a ∼GeV CR. The mass density profile of the PPD used is
where ρ0 = 2.33 × 10 −9 g cm −3 (from Salmeron & Wardle 2003) , rin = 0.07 au is the inner edge of the disk (taken to be the magnetospheric radius, rm, described in Section 2.2.4), r0 = 1 au, p = 1.0, ρISM = 3.89 × 10 −24 g cm −3 is the mass density of the interstellar medium and H is the pressure scale height of the disk defined as
where Ω = GM/r is the Keplerian frequency, G is the gravitational constant and cs is the sound speed which depends on the temperature, T , of the disk in the following way
where µ = 2.33, representing a gas of hydrogen and helium and
The parameter q determines the temperature profile of the disk and usually 0.5 < q < 0.75 (Chiang & Goldreich 1997; Andrews & Williams 2005) with T0 = 280 K at 1 au.
CR injection site
We assume a source term of ∼GeV protons at the inner edge of the accretion disk where the stellar magnetic field, B * , truncates the disk. The magnetospheric radius (rm, also known as the Alfvén radius) occurs at the distance where the magnetic pressure from the young star and the ram pressure of the accretion flow balance. Following Hartmann (2009) , and expressing it in a similar form to Manara et al. (2014), rm can be estimated as
∼ 0.07 au (11) We have taken B * ∼ 1kG (Johnstone et al. 2014 ), R * = 2.5R⊙,Ṁacc ∼ 5 × 10 −8 M⊙yr −1 and M * = M⊙ which are typical values for a CTTS.
Advection term
The ability to treat the propagation of CRs as a diffusive process, as we have in this paper, relies on a turbulent magnetic field. At some height above the disk though an MHD wind may be present, with ordered magnetic field lines, where the CRs may be advected. To simulate the effect of ordered magnetic fields from a MHD disk wind on the propagation of the CRs we include an advection term in Eq. 1. Theoretically, MHD winds may be launched centrifugally when the angle between the magnetic field and the disk is < 60
• (Blandford & Payne 1982) . Therefore, we consider a wind at 45
• from the disk for simplicity. The vertical launching point of an MHD wind remains a topic of great interest. In this work, the advection term only operates at z > 3H above the disk since global non-ideal MHD simulations have found the wind to be launched approximately at this height (Gressel et al. 2015) . Note, this launching height is only an estimate and depends sensitively on the strength of nonideal effects which in turn depend on the ionisation fraction of the disk. Finally, we also vary the velocity of the wind to investigate the effect.
In the derivation of Eq. 1 the velocity field is assumed to be divergence free and so the velocity varies in the radial direction in the following way
where v0 is the velocity at r0 = 1 au. At the same time, the vertical component of the wind is assumed to be constant. We vary the velocity between 1 − 10 4 km s −1 , where 1 − 10 2 km s −1 represents the range of velocities expected from a slow molecular outflow to a highly collimated jet (Frank et al. 2014) . We also include an unrealistically high velocity of 10 4 km s −1 for illustrative purposes. Note, that the advection term included does not represent the advection associated with the inward accretion flow of the disk itself which we do not include as it is negligible in this case. To show this, we can estimate the velocity of the accretion flow, vr, for a typical observed mass accretion rate ofṀ ∼ 10 −8 M⊙yr −1 for a CTTS. The mass accretion rate, at a particular radius r and between a height s above and below the disk midplane, can be expressed aṡ
assuming axial symmetry for the disk. This can be rearranged to obtain an expression for vr where we assume that vr does not vary vertically. For r = 1 au and s = √ 2H, using the mass density profile given in Eq. 7, we find that vr = 3 × 10 −5 km s −1 which in comparison to the advective wind speeds considered (1 − 100 km s −1 ) can be seen to be negligible. Section 3.5 shows how the advective timescales, even for the advection wind speeds, are much longer than the diffusive timescales considered in this work. Ultimately, this means that neither the advection wind speeds nor the accretion flow are important for the parameters investigated in this work.
Diagnostics
Ionisation rate
The ionisation rate, ζCR, is a more useful quantity to examine in the context of this paper rather than the number density of CRs hence this section describes how we convert nCR to ζCR. The ionisation rate can be used to calculate an ionisation fraction which in turn indicates whether the MRI is able to operate in the disk. The ionisation rate is overall more useful to present here because the ionisation fraction depends on the particular chemical network model used to calculate the recombination rates. We do estimate the ionisation fraction as well but with some very basic simplifications described in Section 2.3.2.
The unmodulated GCR ionisation rate is calculated from Eq. 23 of Umebayashi & Nakano (1981) as ∼ 1 × 10 −17 s −1 which we can compare our results with. We adapt Eq. 23 from Umebayashi & Nakano (1981) to consider CRs of a single energy (∼ 3GeV). We can then express the ionisation rate per hydrogen molecule in terms of nCR and the energy-loss rate per grammage for protons in H2 as
where E is the average energy loss per ionisation of a hydrogen molecule including the contribution from secondary electrons, n is the number density of the PPD, 2mH is the mass of H2 and Ω is the solid angle. The loss rate per grammage for protons is the same as is used in Eq. 6. Assuming Ω = 4π and using Eq. 21 of Umebayashi & Nakano (1981) for ∼ 3GeV protons, along with the loss rate per grammage we can simplify Eq. 14 so that it becomes
Ionisation fraction
To calculate an ionisation fraction, xe, the net sources of ionisation and recombination must be considered. Without using a detailed chemical network, an estimate of xe can be obtained by making a number of assumptions. Using the simplified chemical network from Fromang et al. (2002) and assuming chemical equilibrium the ionisation fraction is given by
where βx is the recombination rate coefficient and n(r, z) is the number density of the plasma. Eq. 16 is the simplest expression for xe and is only valid in the limit that metals are either dominant or entirely absent. The value of βx depends sensitively on the composition of the plasma, in particular on the abundance of metal atoms in the gas. Fromang et al. (2002) consider three different ways for recombination to take place, each with a different corresponding recombination rate: electron capture via dissociative recombination with molecular ions (β d ), radiative recombination with heavy-metal ions (βr) and charge transfer from molecular ions to metal atoms (βt). These possible recombination rate coefficients (from Fromang et al. 2002) are given by βr = 3 × 10
In Section 3 we will consider two extremes for calculating the ionisation fraction, when metals are present or absent in the gas. If metal ions are absent in the gas then the appropriate rate coefficient in Eq. 16 is β d , from Fromang et al. (2002) this case would correspond to the metal ions being locked in sedimented grains. On the other hand, if the metal ions dominate as charge carriers in the plasma then the appropriate rate coefficient is βr. The extent to which metal ions are locked in sedimented grains would depend on the specific disk considered, leading us to merely present the two extreme cases as indicative of the range of possible values for xe. Details of how xe, as given in Eq. 16, is derived in the presence or absence of metals is given in Fromang et al. (2002) .
CR energy spectrum
While we concentrate predominantly on the effect of 3 GeV CRs, we also consider the ionising effect of a range of CR energies in Section 3.3. To construct a spectrum from CRs of different energies, or momenta, we use the following weighting relationship
such that
where pi = 0.1, ..., 300 GeV/c in Eq. 18 are the logarithmically spaced momentum bins for the CRs with N = 8. p0 (= 100 MeV/c) and pmax (= 300 GeV/c) are the minimum and maximum momenta of CRs considered, respectively. ζCR,i(r, z) is the contribution to the total CR ionisation rate from CRs of a single momentum, pi, meaning also that ζCR,0(r, z) is the contribution from CRs with momentum p0.
The index α in Eq. 18 is related to the acceleration process, α = 2 is assumed here which represents a fiducial value for Fermi first order mechanisms. For comparison, Rab et al. (2017) used the same spectral slope as the work presented here (derived from the MeV solar observations of Mewaldt et al. 2005; Reedy 2012 ) but with a broken power law which transitions at ∼ 20 MeV to a significantly steeper slope. The spectral index of α = 2 up to MeV energies for low energy cosmic rays from the sun can be explained by diffusive shock acceleration or from magnetic reconnection or a combination of both (Reames 2013) . Note, the GCR spectrum possesses a significantly steeper (i.e. softer) spectral index than that adopted in our calculations, with a spectral index of ∼2.8 (see the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer results from Aguilar et al. 2015) .
The ∼ 20 MeV break in the solar spectrum to a steeper power law has been seen to migrate to more than an order of magnitude higher energies during solar flare events (Ackermann et al. 2014; Ajello et al. 2014 ). This can be thought of as more representative of what we might expect the CR spectrum for a CTTS to be but extending up to GeV energies. The order of magnitude maximum energy we use is motivated by simple scaling arguments of the strength of the solar magnetic field and maximum energies of solar CRs and the corresponding magnetic field strength of the young star. We approximate the broken power law (used in Rab et al. 2017 , but with the break at MeV energies) as an exponential cut-off instead at the maximum energy considered.
RESULTS
In this section we present the results from a number of simulations which are described in Table 1 . We investigate the influence of changing the diffusion coefficient, the density profile of the disk (which dictates the strength of the sink term), the energy of the CRs and the inclusion of an advection term. Before discussing the effect of varying the parameters, we present the results of a fiducial run.
Fiducial run
We perform a fiducial run (d030-adv0-p1-res01, shown in boldface in Table 1 ) with the following parameters. The radial and vertical extent of the simulation is 10 au. The CRs are injected at the magnetospheric radius, r = 0.07 au at a vertical height of 0.03 au. The diffusion coefficient is 30rL, the energy of the CRs is 3 GeV and advection is turned off. The list of parameters used are given in Table 1 . The resulting ionisation rate (using Eq. 15) is plotted in Fig. 3(a) as a function of radius and height above the PPD.
The influence of the PPD in absorbing the CRs is visible in this plot. Fig. 3(b) -3(c) plot the ionisation fraction (from Eq. 16) resulting from the ionisation rate in Fig. 3(a) . These To examine ζCR more clearly near the midplane of the disk Fig. 4 plots ζCR as a function of radius for z = 0.03 au (the dotted black line), the height at which the CRs are injected. The unmodulated and unattenuated ionisation rate from GCRs is denoted by the black dashed line in Fig. 4 . The ionisation rate from CRs originating from the young star is greater than an unattenuated GCR ionisation rate until r ∼ 0.7 au at 0.03 au above the midplane. The extremely low ionisation rate from radioactivity (Umebayashi & Nakano 2009) is also plotted in Fig. 4 as the black dash-dotted line for comparison. For r 0.3 au, the ionisation rate is higher at greater heights above the disk as the attenuation of CRs is lower. Fig. 5 plots the radial dependence of the ionisation fraction for d030-adv0-p1-res01 for different heights above the disk assuming that metals dominate.
Returning to Fig. 4 , in the innermost regions of the disk, at z = 0.03 au, the radial dependence of ζCR is only very slightly steeper than the canonical r −1 profile expected from diffusive processes in the absence of losses. Further out the radial dependence steepens to ∼ r −4 , as indicated in the plot. The reason for this behaviour can be explained by the influence of the sink term. The mass density at the inner edge of the PPD is so high that the disk is absorbing the CRs faster than they can diffuse, thus curtailing the r −1 dependence. Rather than dropping exponentially from the section of the disk described by an r −1 dependence, the radial dependence is softer than an exponential drop-off because the density of the PPD decreases radially allowing the CRs that do diffuse through the densest regions of the disk to survive for longer. To confirm this interpretation and to test that the code does reproduce the expected r −1 diffusive profile an artificial 'low density' limit case was investigated which was described in Section 2.1.3. This finding also emphasises the potential importance of the density profile of the disk on the results which is discussed in Section 3.4.
The blue and green dash-dotted lines in Fig. 4 correspond to ζCR at greater vertical heights above the disk at z = 0.1 au and z = 0.5 au respectively. As the density of the PPD decreases sharply as a function of height above the disk, the CRs penetrate much further even at modest heights above the disk. Also, for greater heights above the disk the radial profile of the ionisation rate tends towards a r −1 profile.
Another parameter which controls the ability of the CRs to reach the outer regions of the disk is the diffusion coefficient which is described in Section 3.2. As a result of the steep radial drop-off in ζCR, due to the high mass density of the PPD, increasing the luminosity of the CRs by an order of magnitude, for instance, would only result in the CRs penetrating out to ∼ 2 au at z = 0.03 au which is not a large effect. Thus, significantly increasing L CR * alone will not significantly increase ζCR further out in the disk.
Dependence on diffusion coefficient
Next we consider the effect of varying the diffusion coefficient shown in Fig. 6 . The diffusion coefficient (given in units of c) is varied between 3 − 380rL with all other parameters held constant (details of the simulations are given in Table 1 as d003-adv0-p1-res01, d380-adv0-p1-res01, etc.). Varying the diffusion coefficient does not increase or decrease the distance over which stellar CRs dominate unattenuated GCRs because from Eq. 15 the ionisation rate is normalised to a particular density. Instead, as the diffusion coefficient increases (meaning that the CRs diffuse faster) ζCR decreases in the inner regions of the disk, shown in Fig. 6 . The radial dependence moves more towards a r −1 profile (see Fig. 6 ) as the diffusion coefficient increases and thus the same ionisation rate is obtained at ∼0.7 au. If the assumed CR luminosity was increased along with an increase in the diffusion coefficient then the ionisation rate would increase further out but varying the diffusion coefficient alone does not achieve this.
Dependence on momentum/energy of CRs
Until now we have only considered 3 GeV CRs but it is possible that lower and higher energy CRs are also present in the system. Higher energy CRs travel further than lower energy CRs before losing their energy since higher energy particles have larger diffusion coefficients. The diffusion coefficient varies as a function of energy according to Eq. 4. We include CRs with momenta between 0.1 − 300 GeV/c and weight the contribution from each momentum bin by the spectrum with the functional form described in Eq. 19 and with α = 2. All other parameters are set to the fiducial values mentioned in Section 3.1. Fig. 7 plots ζCR(r) obtained by including contributions from 0.1 − 300 GeV/c CRs at z = 0.03 au. The dotted black line corresponds to a Kolmogorov spectrum with γ = 5/3. The dashed black line corresponds to a Kraichnan spectrum with γ = 3/2. The net effect is negligible despite the different diffusion coefficients for a Kolmogorov or Kraichnan spectrum according to Eq. 5. This is because the weighting factors from Eq. 19 are more important in determining the overall spectrum. The other coloured dashed lines correspond to the different energy components of the Kolmogorov spectrum (solid black line). Including an energy spectrum introduces more complexity to the radial dependence of the ionisation rate. In the inner region out to ∼1 au, the low energy CR component dominates with a sharply decreasing slope. After 1 au the spectrum hardens as the contribution from high energy CR dominates. Higher energy CRs can penetrate further in radius than low energy CRs which increases the ionisation rate at larger radii. Increasing the hardness (softness) of the CR energy spectrum would result in the contribution from high energy CRs becoming more (less) important in Fig. 7 . Changing the spectral index of the CR energy spectrum would reflect a change in the assumed underlying acceleration mechanism. Here, we chose α = 2 which is representative of a spectral index for a Fermi first order acceleration mechanism.
For this work we have assumed a constant loss rate per grammage, the medium and the energy of the CRs. However, for the sake of simplicity we have neglected these secondary effects here.
Density profile of the PPD
We investigate the dependence of our results on the density profile of the PPD, given in Eq. 7. The radial dependence is determined by the parameter p. We vary this parameter between 0.5 < p < 1.5 ( Fig. 8 ) with all other values set to their fiducial values as described in Section 3.1. The details of the simulations are given in Table 1 . As p increases and the density profile becomes steeper the CRs penetrate further out in the disk due to the decreased density in these regions. Although, at ∼ 5 au there are orders of magnitude difference in ζCR as a result of changing p, the ionisation rates for r 2 au are very similar. Altering p does not decrease the density hugely in the innermost regions of the disk where the CRs are strongly attenuated which is why the ionisation rates differ so little.
The difference in the radial dependence of ζCR at larger radii obtained by varying p can be understood further by considering a simpler (unphysical) system. We consider the steady-state equation, Eq. 2, with a number of simplifications. We neglect the advective term in this analysis, assume spherical symmetry (meaning that the disk does not exist as such) and that the sink term is only a function of r. Hence, Eq. 2 becomes nCR τ (r)
which can be solved analytically. If the sink term is artificially set to zero then nCR(r) ∝ r −1 , whereas if τ (r) = C, where C is a constant, then the radial dependence of nCR(r) becomes nCR(r) ∝ r −1 e −r/rτ , where rτ dictates radially where the exponential cut-off begins. This case is similar to the test performed in Section 2.1.3 where diffusion dominated over the sink term. If τ ∝ r a with a −2 (which corresponds to varying p) then nCR(r) ∝ r −1 f (r) where the function f (r) is not equal to an exponential cut-off and is instead much harder. This is a highly simplified system but it does illustrate how the sink term influences the radial dependence of ζCR. Note the disappearance of the exponential cut-off for the case of p = 1.5 in Fig. 8 .
Effect of the advection term
The last effect that we include is that of an advective wind, intended to mimic the effect that an MHD disk wind would have on the diffusion of CRs. As mentioned in Section 2.2.5 the advection speeds considered are in the range of 1−10 4 km s −1 , the details of the simulations are given in Table 1. The results of combining both diffusion and advection are shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 shows that for reasonable values of an advective wind between 1−100km s −1 diffusion dominates and there is no significant difference in the ionisation rate at z = 0.03 au when advection is included. To check if faster wind speeds begin to have an effect we included an unphysically fast wind (for a low-mass young star) of 10 4 km s −1 which is the red line in Fig. 9 . In this case the ionisation rate unexpectedly increases. This may occur because the wind advects the CRs radially outwards away from the point of injection into a less dense area of the disk. Thus fewer CRs are lost initially in the dense inner region of the disk. This is perhaps an unphysical effect because in all of these simulations diffusion is still acting cospatially with the advective wind. It is unclear whether CRs entrained in an MHD wind would in fact be able to diffuse back towards the midplane of the disk in the way that is demonstrated in this simulation.
As mentioned above, only the most extreme (and unphysical) value for the advection speed (v = 10 4 km s −1 ) results in a significant change in the ionisation rate when advection is included. To confirm this finding we can compare the diffusive timescale, t diff , with the advective timescale, t adv which are defined by Figure 10 . Illustration of the different timescales involved, the shortest of which will dictate the evolution of the system. These timescales are the diffusive (solid lines) and advective (dashed lines) timescales plotted for a range of values. The lifetime of the disk is also plotted (blue dash-dotted line) to ensure that it is much longer than the timescales of physical processes considered. Only the most extreme (unphysical) advective timescale corresponding to v = 10 4 km s −1 is competitive with any of the diffusive timescales within the computational domain but only for r 1 au. For the case of v = 100km s −1 advection also begins to dominate at ∼ 10 au. The advective timescale does not increase linearly with radius because the radial component of v decreases as a function of radius, as discussed in Section 2.2.5 and shown in Eq. 12. Fig. 10 plots a range of diffusive and advective timescales. A diffusion coefficient, divided by c, of 30rL and an unphysically fast advection speed for the system of v = 10 4 km s −1 is the only combination which allows advection to dominate at a radius considered in the simulations presented here. For the other parameters it is clear that advection does not dominate, comfirming the results plotted in Fig. 9 . At large radii advection will eventually dominate over diffusion.
The approximate timescale for disk dispersal is denoted by the dashed blue line in Fig. 10 . Both the advective and diffusive timescales are much shorter than this timescale, indicating that the CRs would have reached steady state via diffusion or advection long before the disk dispersed.
DISCUSSION
Comparison with observations
As mentioned in Section 1, there are some observational hints suggesting that YSOs and the environments surrounding them are capable of accelerating particles up to at least ∼GeV. In this section we elaborate more on these observational results before comparing our results with ionisation rates expected from X-rays and discussing the specific case of TW Hya, a class II object for which an estimate of the ionisation rate is available (Cleeves et al. 2015) . Ainsworth et al. (2014) found evidence for non-thermal emission from the bow shock of a knot in the jet of DG Tau, a class II source. This non-thermal emission indicates the presence of ∼GeV cosmic rays (CRs) at the bow shock. Though located too far from the PPD to significantly ionise it, these observations do indicate that particle acceleration can occur in the jets of Class IIs. Ceccarelli et al. (2014) found an ionisation fraction higher than expected for OMC-2 FIR 4 (a Class 0 object) by examining the ratio of HCO + and N2H + . This suggests there is an, as of yet, unaccounted for source of ionisation in the system.
Observational hints of low energy cosmic rays
Recently, Padovani et al. (2015 Padovani et al. ( , 2016 investigated possible sites of acceleration for CRs in young protostellar systems (mainly relevant to Class 0 objects) via diffusive shock acceleration. They concluded that it was plausible to accelerate particles at the protostellar surface (for Class 0/I objects) and in jet shocks, whereas this paper focuses on Class II objects.
Finally, Aresu et al. (2014) examined the [O I] 63 µm line from the PACS (Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer, Poglitsch et al. 2010 ) instrument on the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010 ) for a sample of PPDs for which no jet emission had been detected. From Aresu et al. (2014) , this line was predicted by models (Woitke et al. 2009; Aresu et al. 2012) to occur in the tenuous disk atmosphere at radii from approximately 10 au to 200 au. This region of the disk is thought to be directly exposed to stellar radiation and that the main sources of heating would be X-rays and FUV radiation. For the Herschel sample of PPDs, Aresu et al. (2014) found no correlation between the [O I] 63 µm line flux and X-ray luminosity of the CTTSs which would be expected if X-rays were responsible for the majority of the [O I] 63 µm line flux emission. In this case, we postulate that another possible explanation for this is a hitherto unknown source of the heating being present in the system.
Detecting the ionisation rate via molecular tracers would be the best method of comparing with the results of the ionisation rate presented here. Observationally constraining the ionisation rate in PPDs is a particularly difficult task requiring high spatial resolution and sensitivity which has only become conceivable with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA). To date, there are very few observations that have attempted to do this, however the (overall) ionisation rate for TW Hya is discussed below. Cleeves et al. (2015) report an upper limit for the (overall) ionisation rate (ζ 10 −19 s −1 ) at the disk midplane, at all radii, for TW Hya by using observations of HCO + line emission from the Submillimeter Array and N2H
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+ from ALMA in conjunction with a grid of disk chemistry models. This is much lower than some of the results presented in this paper. There are a number of reasons that might explain this. The contribution from stellar CRs found in this paper is overall most significant at radii 10 au which ALMA and the SMA are not currently able to resolve. TW Hya may also be an unusual object: it is a ∼ 3 − 10 Myr old T-Tauri star still hosting a PPD making it an unusually old disk (Barrado Y Navascués 2006; Vacca & Sandell 2011) , perhaps indicating that the presence of such an old disk is a result of low levels of ionisation which has impeded its evolution. From infrared excesses (Haisch et al. 2001 ) and accretion rates (Fedele et al. 2010) it can be inferred that most young stars do not possess disks at 10 Myr. TW Hya is often observed due to its close proximity, located at a distance of 55 ± 9 pc (Webb et al. 1999) , rather than because it is a prototypical class II object. ALMA provides the possibility of constraining ζCR for other PPDs which can be compared with our results.
Comparison of X-ray with stellar CR ionisation
This work focuses on the ionising effect of low energy cosmic rays from the young star itself. There is also a significant amount of X-ray ionisation from the young star, the effect of which has previously been studied (Igea & Glassgold 1999, for example) . Here, we compare these two sources of ionisation. To do this we use the parameterised fit of the results from Igea & Glassgold (1999) given in Bai & Goodman (2009) to estimate the X-ray ionisation rate, ζXR(r, z). We consider 5 keV X-rays with a X-ray luminosity, LXR, of 1 × 10 29 erg s −1 . The details of this parameterised fit from Bai & Goodman (2009) are given in Appendix C.
Near the midplane of the disk the CRs dominate over X-rays beyond ∼ 0.3 au where the ionisation rate is ζ ∼ 10 −16 s −1 , though the CRs themselves also drop-off significantly with increasing radius (shown in Fig. C1 ). The X-rays propagate with a geometric dilution factor of ∼ r −2 until they become attenuated by the disk. We find that irrespective of the height above the disk that X-rays lead to higher ionisation rates closer to the star with the CRs dominating at larger radii. This occurs because the X-rays are lower in energy than the CRs and also because the CRs have a geometric dilution factor of r −1 until they also become attenuated by the disk.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the ionising effect of low energy stellar CRs in PPDs by treating their propagation as a diffusive process. We found that for the chosen fiducial values the ionisation rate from 3 GeV CRs is larger than that of unattenuated GCRs out to ∼ 1 au at the disk midplane. Above the disk midplane the ionisation rate from stellar CRs continues to dominate over that of an unattenuated GCR ionisation rate at greater radii. If the luminosity of the CRs is larger than that considered here in combination with a higher diffusion coefficient then the resulting ionisation rate will accordingly increase. Cleeves et al. (2013) showed that low energy GCRs are likely to be suppressed from the CTTS system due to the 'T-Tauriosphere', the more powerful stellar analogue of the solar heliosphere. This removes an important source of ionisation from the disk in particular. Hence, this led us to consider the ionising influence of stellar CRs injected at the inner edge of the PPD. The ionisation fraction in PPDs controls the level of coupling between the neutral species and the magnetic field via collisions with the charged species. This dictates the location and strength of non-ideal effects and the development of the MRI which may be responsible for angular momentum transport in PPDs.
The canonical r −1 dependence expected from diffusive processes is not recovered in the simulations presented here for the majority of the diffusion coefficients investigated because of the large densities in the inner regions of PPDs which attenuates the CRs. As the diffusion coefficient of the CRs is increased the radial dependence converges towards a r −1 dependence.
Introducing an energy spectrum of CRs leads to multiple power law components being present in the radial dependence of the ionisation rate. In the inner regions of the disk the contribution from low energy CRs dominates with a steep power law dependence and the contribution from higher energy CRs becomes more important further out than 1 au with a harder spectrum.
The influence of an MHD wind in deflecting the CRs was investigated by including an advection term in the transport equation. The advection timescales for a range of advection speeds (1 − 100 km s −1 ) are much longer than the diffusive timescales considered meaning that the advection term has little effect. Advection would become relevant if the diffusion coefficient is much smaller than what was considered to be physically reasonable in this paper. Advection could also be competitive for winds with v ≫ 100 km s −1 , as demonstrated by the case of v = 10 4 km s −1 , but as discussed in Section 3.5 this is unphysically fast for disk winds from PPDs.
The ability to treat the propagation of CRs as diffusive relies on the presence of turbulent magnetic fields. We have assumed that the inner regions of the PPD are turbulent due to thermal ionisation and the onset of the MRI. The additional ionisation source of stellar CRs would allow regions further out in the disk to become MRI active. These regions containing turbulent magnetic fields would then act to trap more CRs, further enhancing the ionisation rates. The level of turbulence in the disk affects the diffusion coefficients. Higher levels of turbulence lead to lower diffusion coefficients. In this paper we have neglected the feedback of the disk's potentially time variable magnetic field configuration on the propagation of the stellar CRs. The X-ray luminosity of YSOs also shows variability which would imply that the production of CRs is perhaps similarly variable which is not taken into account here.
The energy loss rate used in Section 2.2.3 represents an average of different energy loss processes. Notably, if it is decomposed there is a contribution from neutrons resulting from pp interactions, as discussed in Kataoka & Sato (2016) . It would perhaps be of interest to investigate the ionising effect of the neutrons separately. 1 (100) GeV neutrons have a lifetime of ∼ 10 3 (10 5 ) s allowing them to travel ∼ 2 (200)au before decaying, irrespective of the presence of a magnetic field. This also implies that PPDs would be dim emitters of ∼GeV neutrinos, again as a result of pp interactions. In this paper we have assumed that the CRs are produced at the magnetospheric radius. Stochastic acceleration however could also be a relevant process throughout turbulent parts of the disk and would introduce a delocalised source term into the problem.
Lastly, we note that the presence of low energy stellar CRs would have a significant influence on the ionisation rate in the inner parts of PPDs and could alleviate to some extent the issue of very low ionisation rates in PPDs due to GCRs being potentially excluded from the system by the 'T-Tauriosphere'.
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APPENDIX A: CR TRANSPORT EQUATION AS A DIFFERENCE EQUATION
Eq. 1 can be written out as a difference equation using the Lax-Wendroff scheme for the advective term on a discrete cylindrical grid of points (ri, zj , tn) with
where ∆r (∆z) is the radial (vertical) grid spacing, in this case ∆r = ∆z and ∆t is the timestep. The numerical approximation of nCR at position and time (ri, zj, tn) is given as u n i,j . From now on, upper indices refer to time and the lower indices refer to space. We would like to express the next timestep, u 
In the above equation Dr,i,j (v n r,i,j ) and Dz,i,j(v n z,i,j ) are the components of the diffusion coefficient (velocity) in the radial and vertical direction, respectively. We have assumed in this paper that Dr,i,j = Dz,i,j . The loss rate, 1/τ (ri, zj) is represented by ci,j and ∂u ∂r i+1/2,j = ui+1,j − ui,j ∆r ; u n i+1/2,j = u n i+1,j + u n i,j 2 (A3) Figure B1 . ||ℓ|| 2 norm plotted as a function of resolution where Nr is the number of grid zones in the radial direction. In this case, the number of cells in the vertical direction is also equal to Nr.
and ∂u ∂z i+1/2,j and u n i,j+1/2 are defined in a similar way.
APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE TEST
To test that the code has the expected rate of convergence we examine the ||ℓ||2 norm as a function of resolution, shown in Fig. B1 . The ||ℓ||2 norm is defined as
where the index i indicates the spatial position and the indices 1, 2 correspond to two different resolution simulations. When plotted on a log-log scale the least-squared fitted slope is -1.86, in comparison to -2 which is the expected result for a second order accurate scheme. This verifies that the code is converging numerically. To perform this test over a range of resolutions the radius and height of the disk are both limited to 5 au. The simulations are all stopped at the same time so that the results are comparable, rather than requiring them to reach a steady-state. The injection site of the CRs is moved to r, z = (0.5au, 0.5au) so that for all simulations the CRs would not be injected near a boundary cell. The parameters for these simulations are also given in Table 1 .
APPENDIX C: X-RAY IONISATION
This section details the method used to estimate the ionisation rate from X-rays which is compared with CR ionisation in Section 4.2. The ionisation rate from X-rays, ζXR, produced in the vicinity of a CTTS can be obtained from Monte Carlo radiative transfer calculations such as in Igea & Glassgold (1999) . These calculations have been fitted by Bai & Goodman (2009) , given by their Eq. 21 and Figure C1 . This plot compares the estimated ionisation rate as a function of radius from low energy stellar cosmic rays (ζ CR ) and X-rays (ζ XR ) for different heights above the disk. 
where LXR is the X-ray luminosity of the star normalised by L29 = 1 × 10 29 erg s −1 , R is the cylindrical radius to the star and rin is the inner edge of the PPD, similar to that described in Eq. 7. NH 1 and NH 2 are the vertical column densities above and below the disk, respectively, for a particular location in the disk, where N1 and N2 act as normalising column densities.
Here we have assumed that LXR = 1 × 10 29 erg s −1 . We have normalised the X-ray luminosity to the inner edge of the disk, rin. We have chosen the X-ray energy to be 5 keV but, as noted in Bai & Goodman (2009) , there is only a weak dependence of the results from Igea & Glassgold (1999) on X-ray energy. For this energy, ζ1 = 4.0×10 −12 s −1 , N1 = 3.0 × 10 21 cm −2 and α = 0.5. The two exponentials multiplied by ζ1 correspond to contributions to ζXR from the absorption of X-rays coming from above and below the disk. The two exponentials multiplied by ζ2 similarly represent a contribution to ζXR from the scattering of X-rays. For these terms, ζ2 = 2.0 × 10 −15 s −1 , N2 = 1.0 × 10 24 cm −2
and β = 0.7. Fig. C1 shows the ionisation rate from low energy CRs and X-rays for a number of heights above the disk midplane. The dashed lines correspond to ζXR, at various heights above the disk, which decrease as R −2.2 until they reach the disk and become attenuated quickly. For z = 0.03 au the CRs dominate over X-rays at radii greater than ∼ 0.3 au. The Xrays begin to dominate further out for greater heights above the disk illustrating that the CRs are most competitive as a source of ionisation in the denser regions of the PPD.
